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Members of the Committee on Corrections and Juvenile Justice:
My name is Mike Fonkert. I am the Just Campaign Manager for the Kansas Appleseed Center for Law and
Justice, a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization dedicated to the belief that Kansans, working together,
can build a state full of thriving, inclusive, and just communities.
Kansas Appleseed opposes HB 2445. This bill attempts to undermine Kansas’ successful juvenile justice
reforms. SB 367, passed in 2016, specifically amended K.S.A. 38-2202 to define a “secure facility” as a
facility other than a juvenile detention facility. The purpose of this amended definition in SB 367 was to
limit the use of juvenile detention facilities to situations where there is probable cause of a significant
risk of harm to others or damage to property.1 HB 2445 attempts to redefine “secure facility” to allow
for new instances of children to be locked up in juvenile detention facilities. This erodes a clear line that
was set up separating secure facilities from juvenile detention, making it more likely that children
experiencing trauma will be locked up instead of receiving the community-based detention alternatives
we know are more effective.2
Research shows that locking children up in juvenile detention facilities is harmful to their mental and
physical health.3 Children who enter juvenile detention centers are at greater risk of suicide.4 Confining
children who have run away in juvenile detention centers is demonstrably ineffective. The federal
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act prohibits the secure confinement of status offenders,
except in extreme circumstances to ensure their safety.5 “Not only is the routine confinement of
runaways illegal, it also does not address the underlying issues and can inflame tensions between the
juveniles and their families.”6 A well functioning juvenile justice system should utilize trauma-informed
interventions that address the needs of youth, not lock away kids in juvenile detention centers without
consideration for the history of adversities informing their behavior.7
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